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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Now You Too Can Use This Softback Writer s
Notebook For The Office Or Home. Whether you are looking for a diary or daily planner this
versatile journal is the perfect fit for your needs. In short, this notebook can be used formally or
informally to secure your thoughts or bits of information or detailed notes. The possibilities are
endless Cover: Soft Cover with Matte-finish Binding: This notebook is bound securely to the same
standard of mass market paperbacks. (Pages cannot be easily removed) Dimensions: 15.2cm x
22.9cm (6 x 9 ). Not pocket sized, yet a perfect fit for your bag. Interior: There are 110 white ruled
quality smooth pages available for you to fill them with your thoughts, delights and experiences.
Please note this plain college-ruled journal does not contain any prompts or internal content.
Before purchasing, it s advised to use the look inside feature. Without a doubt, this journal makes a
perfect gift for a special friend or relative. Your gifting is not limited to birthdays, holidays and
special occasions But enough from us. Now it s...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It typically does not cost a lot of. I realized this publication from my i and dad encouraged this publication to
discover.
-- Ma llie O ndr icka
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja yme B eier
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